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Hydro: this isn’t the 
renewable energy resource 
you’re looking for

On April 4, 2017, the financiers pro-

posing the Amisk Hydroelectric Project 

(AHP) announced they would delay the 

AHP application for a dam on the Peace 

River for at least one more year. They 

now expect to submit an Environmental 

Impact Assessment (EIA) in 2020. Signif-

icant changes to the project design previ-

ously had led the proponents to push back 

the proposed submission to 2019, three 

years later than originally scheduled. The 

24-metre high Amisk dam would be sited 

approximately 28 kilometres (km) south-

west of the town of Fairview, just over 15 

km upstream of the Dunvegan bridge on 

Highway 2. The headpond, or reservoir, 

would extend 77 km upstream and flood 

approximately 1,625ha of land. Almost 

one third of the flooded area (485ha) 

would be located in the Dunvegan West 

Wildland Provincial Park. 

While AHP would mark the first Al-

berta dam on the Peace River, it could 

become the fourth dam on the Peace. It 

would join three BC dams on the river: 

the Bennett Dam (1968), Peace Canyon 

Dam (1980), and Site C (under construc-

tion). Site C, the target of strong opposi-

tion during the recent BC election, may 

not proceed under the new NDP-Green 

coalition government. 

Site C is much larger than AHP – it 

would flood five times the land and gen-

erate three times as much electricity. But, 

many of the criticisms levelled at Site C 

apply just as strongly to the Amisk project. 

Environmentally and financially, ‘Big Hy-

dro’ is very costly compared to increased 

energy efficiency, and other renewable 

choices. Even the existence of Site C, if 

it is completed, should be a strike against 

the development of another dam; how 

many dams and additive impacts can this 

vital major river ecosystem take?

Large dams contribute large amounts 

of methane, a well-known and potent 

greenhouse gas, to the atmosphere due 

to the decomposition of flooded land. 

Reservoir flooding may release danger-

ous levels of methyl-mercury, a bioac-

cumulating neurotoxin. This chemical is 

linked significantly to damaging human 

health effects such as cardiovascular and 

neurological abnormalities.

AWA has several other concerns about 

the AHP project. First, Alberta must keep 

its protected area protected. The pro-

posed plan will flood 4.85 km2 of prime 

river corridor habitat in the Dunvegan 

West Wildland Provincial Park, home 

to important parkland wildlife and veg-

etation. AHP suggests compensating the 

Government of Alberta for destroying 

these lands. Compensation may sound 

reassuring but, in practice, this rare and 

specific habitat cannot simply be recreat-

ed – that’s why we protected these river-

ine lands in the first place. 

Fish in the Peace River, such as threat-

ened bull trout, are already negatively 

impacted by the upstream dams in B.C. 

Amisk will further disrupt and fragment 

their habitat. Dams create barriers to fish 

movement and, if fish cannot migrate up-

stream past a dam, a population may be 

unable to find suitable breeding grounds. 

Additionally, the genes in fish popula-

tions can only move in one direction as 

downstream populations may be inhibit-

ed from moving past the dam. Amisk HP 

has yet to identify all of its proposed fish-

eries mitigation measures. However, one 

current proposed fish passage measure – 

a fish ladder, can be ineffective. A study 

in 2013 found that only three percent of 

a migrating fish population made it past 

the dam. Success varies with different 

species and environments but, what re-

mains constant, is that there is a non-zero 

impact: efficiencies do not approach 100 

percent and certain species, such as sal-

monids, are more successful than others. 

The physical attributes of the Peace Riv-

er also will be affected by the dam. When 

the flows of a river are disrupted, so too 

is its deposition of sediment and nutri-

ents. The sediments that used to be car-

ried down the river will become trapped 

behind the dam since the Peace will flow 

too slowly in the reservoir to keep the 

particles suspended. Temperature, sa-

linity, and dissolved oxygen levels shift 

as sediments and nutrients accumulate 

in and upstream of the reservoir. These 

are important changes to the aquatic eco-

system; they can make conditions un-

favourable for cold water native species 

such as bull trout. If water is retained in 

a reservoir for long periods, harmful algal 

blooms may also develop.

The impact of the proposed dam would 

not be constrained to the immediate area 

either; the timing and disruption of nat-

ural flows and floods of the Peace River 

from current dams has been implicated 

in effecting on habitats more than 1,000 

km downstream. The Peace-Athabas-

ca Delta, Slave River, and Greater Slave 

Lake have all been affected by dams on 

the Peace River. A recent mission report 

released by the United Nations Educa-

tional, Scientific and Cultural Organi-

zation (UNESCO) stated that, in their 

communications with the company, AHP 

Development Corporation had so far 

given no consideration to the impacts of 

these downstream ecosystems.

Large hydroelectric dams are not the 

clean energy sources that their promoters 

claim. Renewable energy and clean ener-

gy are terms often used synonymously. 

But, as we continue to diversify our en-

ergy economy, it’s important to recognize 

the difference. AWA believes there are 

reasonable energy alternatives such as 
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well-sited solar and wind that are simi-

larly renewable and comparatively clean 

compared to AHP. Instead of creating 

new disturbance, the government should 

focus on increasing energy efficiency. 

Let’s work to ensure our current energy 

footprint services a larger range of needs. 

Let’s also optimize already disturbed ar-

eas by, for example, adding solar panels 

to the rooftops of houses or on brown-

field sites. Due to the ecological costs and 

the promise of these alternatives AWA 

will continue to oppose the development 

of yet another major dam on the Peace 

River. 

Nick Pink

Westslope Cutthroat 
Trout Action by Feds is 
Floundering

I recently had the opportunity to tour the 

McLean Creek area. While many of you 

may know McLean Creek as the Mecca 

for mud boggers, you may not know that 

it also contains what biologists consider to 

be one of the last remaining populations of 

genetically-pure westslope cutthroat trout. 

Dave Mayhood is an aquatic ecologist who 

has extensively researched Silvester Creek, 

which he believes is one of only a few re-

maining pure populations of this species. 

Westslope cutthroat trout first experi-

enced serious declines decades ago when 

a combination of over-harvest and hy-

bridization with introduced rainbow trout 

populations caused the species to suffer. In 

more recent years, damage to the habitat of 

the remaining populations continued the 

downward spiral. Consequently, westslope 

cutthroat trout were assessed as Threatened 

by the Committee on the Status of Endan-

gered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC) in 

2006. It took seven more years until the 

species was listed as Threatened under the 

Species at Risk Act; it took two more years 

for the federal government to issue a criti-

cal habitat order (protecting the habitat that 

westslope cutthroat trout need to survive). 

This vital federal action only came after 

AWA and Timberwolf Wilderness Society 

filed an application in Federal Court de-

manding Ottawa take this action. 

Standing in the Silvester Creek watershed, 

you would have no idea that there was a 

federal order protecting cutthroat habitat. 

This relatively small landscape hosts a myr-

iad of activities that degrade cutthroat hab-

itat. It is used for livestock grazing, logging, 

and has off-road vehicle use (both a desig-

nated trail network and illegal trails) and it 

also contains old logging roads, an access 

road, and a pipeline. The density of trails 

and roads in the area is 2.5 km/km2 and 

reaches 4.8 km/km2 in the upper parts of 

the basin. Such disturbance and fragmen-

tation levels are a far cry from the near-zero 

levels of disturbance required to recover 

this species. 

We walked down to a portion of west-

slope cutthroat trout critical habitat where 

a pipeline right-of-way is heavily used by 

OHVs. This use is ongoing despite the fact 

the map clearly marks it as prohibited for 

OHV use (see map). The pipeline right-

of-way is located on steep slopes on both 

sides of the creek that runs at a 90-degree 

angle to the right-of-way. Consequently, an 

incredible amount of sediment is washed 

into the creek. Back in 2013, Dave found 

more than 40 sediment sources contrib-

uting to ongoing damage to this 6.5 km 

creek stretch. He said that ongoing and fre-

quent use of trails has kept them disturbed 

and, as a result, muddy water is constant-

ly being dumped into the creek. Further 

downstream, Dave showed me the location 

of one of the key spawning areas for this 

population. Leading into this portion of the 

creek was… you guessed it… another ille-

gal trail which was dumping loads of mud 

into the water. Measured levels of sediment 

in this water were many times higher than 

natural levels. This poses serious challenges 

to redds and juvenile trout, who are often 

suffocated by muddy water.

The pipeline right-of-way crosses westslope cut-
throat trout critical habitat and is heavily used by 
OHVs, despite clearly being marked on the map. 
SOURCE: GOVERNMENT OF ALBERTA.

The pipeline right-of-way (foreground) and cutline (background) are both located on steep slope approaches 
to westslope cutthroat trout critical habitat. Ongoing OHV use of these linear disturbances prevents them 
from recovery and continues to deliver sediment to the creek. PHOTO: AWA FILES.


